KS2

At Moreton our children will be…..

I can change my strategy or approach if needed
I can approach familiar tasks in a new and creative
way

I can strive to achieve the very best that I am capable
of
I show determination and perseverance to complete a
task to the end

I will try to present my ideas in a variety of ways
I can use my prior learning to make predictions

Creative

I am confident and have good self-esteem

I am eager to engage in activities
some of which I might have
initiated

I can maintain my energy, interest and
focus on a project

I am open to learning about new
ideas.

I can learn from my mistakes

I know the importance of good nutrition
and hydration and make good choice

Resilient

Inquisitive

I enjoy taking a risk

I have good hygiene habits

I will seek out things that challenge
me

I understand the importance of
staying fit with exercise

I can ask the right kind of
questions

I know how to rest and relax
I understand my emotions and how to
manage them
I understand and know how to deal with
peer pressure, bullying and staying safe
(including on-line)
I know I can use prayer or mindfulness
techniques to support me

Healthy
Spirit

I will be a global ambassador
I can make a positive contribution to my community and the wider world
I show empathy for those whose lives are different from mine

I will look after my environment

Respectful

Body, Mind and

I will show love to God, others and
myself

I take action to help where I can

I am curious about current and
historical events, people and places

Make a

difference in
our world

I show respect for cultures,
traditions, religions and beliefs
I work cooperatively with others
I can listen to and build upon other
people’s ideas
I form positive relationship with
others and choose not to bully or
discriminate
I can be a good friend and show this
by my actions
I show an interest in current events
across the world

Our curriculum promotes learners who are: Healthy, resilient, creative, inquisitive, respectful citizens who will make a difference in the world

